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Abstract: We offer three reasons ~uhj)
econonzics tnatters itzore to species pmtectiotz tlnaiz i?zanjlpeople think
and rvhat this iinplies for the ongoing debate over the reauthorization ofthe Endarzgered Species Act of 1973.
Econoinics ~nattersbecause ( I ) huinatz behavior generally, and economic parameters in particular, help detennine the degree of risk to a species; (2) iiz a ~uorldof scarce resoui.ces, the opportutzity cost of speciesproteetion-the costs of reduced resoz~rcesfofbr other zuorth~ohilecauses-nzust be taken into account iiz clecision
tnakiizg; and (3) econonzic incentiues are critical in shaping hu?nan behauiot; and consequently the recovely
o f species. Endangered species pt^otectiotz that explicitly addresses these basic principles can avoid wasting
ualuable resources that yield no gain in speciesprotection.
Porque es Importante la Econonlia para la Proteccion de Especies e n Peligro de Extincion

Resumen: Ofecemos tres razones sobre el /)of-quela ecotzonzia es nzas inzportante cle lo que /a geizte piensa
en la protection de las especies y lo que esto iitzplica eiz el continuo debate sobre la t.e-autorizncidtz del acta
de las especies en peligro de 1973. La econoinfa es in7portante pot-que: la cotzducta hi~ttzaizaen genemly 10s
parunzet~-osecond~nicosen particular a-yudan a determinar el gmdo de riesgo de urza especie; en u n nzzindo
de escasos reczrtxos, 10s costos de oportutzidad de proteccidtz de especies-costos de recursos redz~cidospara
otrcls cailsas ~neritorias-deben ser toinaclos en considerzlracidn en la tottfa de decisio?zes;-y 10s incentives
econotnicos son criticos a1 ~tzolclearla condz~ctahuwzann J) consecuetztenzente la reci~peracicinde las especies.
La proteccidn de especies en peligm que aborde explacitameizte estosp~~incipios
bksicos puede evitar el 6le.yperdicio de recut-sos ualiosos que tzo prodi~cengaizancia algii?za en la proteccidiz de especies.
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Introduction
Evidence suggests that Earth's species are amid a wave
of extinction, disappearing at rates 10 to 1000 times
greater than background or natural rates of extinction
(Jablonski 1991; May et al. 1995; National Research
Council 1995; Pimm et al. 1995). If we agree that the extinction problem is due to human action, then modifying human behavior must be part of the solution. And
yet the consistent exclusion of econonlic behavior in
the calculus of endangered species protection has led to
ineffective and, in some instances, counterproductive
conservation policy.
We argue that endangered species preservation must
take into account basic principles of economic behavior
to avoid wasting valuable resources while achieving no
gain in species protection. We explain why economics
matters more to species protection than many people
think and what this implies for the ongoing debate over
the reauthorization of the U.S. Endangered Species Act
(ESA) of 1973.
A news columnist's quip captures a common reaction
to reports of species at risk: "What scientists call endangered most people call bait" (Smith 1996). To others the
value of protecting endangered species is so obvious,
and so overwhelming, that estimates of costs and benefits seem immaterial. This view is exemplified by Roughgarden (1995) who argues that economics should not be
confused with morality: "In fact, we should not take
costs into account when setting environmental (or
other) objectives, but we should take costs into account
when considering how to implement moral objectives
as policy" [emphasis in original]. This view attempts to
keep the morality of endangered species stewardship
"outside the slick [benefit-cost] terrain of the economists and their pl~ilosopl~ical
allies" (Ehrenfeld 1988).
Many people expect the moral argument alone to
suffice in the preservation debate. But election data,
government budget allocations, and agency behavior
demonstrate that current moral outrage falls short of
generating the political will necessary to reverse the loss
of biodiversity by strengthening the ESA. Although virtually all people support the goal of protecting endangered species, many would not choose to protect species if doing so would divert too many resources from
other noble goals such as providing health care, education, and a decent standard of living. Thus, in reality, endangered species policy is as much a question of social
choice as of biology.
And although most people acknowledge that the ideal
of "Noah's Ark" has been replaced with the pragmatism
of "Noah's Choice" (Mann & Plummer 1995), this realization forces an unsettling question: Exactly what opportunities are lost when a moral compass directs policy? If the supporters of stewardship of endangered
species adhere to their philosophy because they see a
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social benefit to preservation and a moralistic demand
for action, it is reasonable to investigate the opportunity
costs and reallocation of resources generated by such
ethics (e.g., Epstein 1995). The desire of landowners to
protect their investments and maintain their own heartfelt, moral self-determination have demanded as much.
Ignoring whether the benefits of preservation outweigh
the benefits of commercial use may ultimately cause
these landowners, whose property helps shelter many
listed species, to reject well-intentioned ESA policy (e.g.,
Innes et al. 1998; Shogren 1998).
If economic analysis cannot be set aside without unfavorable consequences, how can we use such analysis to
protect endangered species and biodiversity? Appealing
to economics does not imply that legions of species
must be sacrificed. Indeed, numerous economic reasons
exist for preservation. Some species and habitats provide useful goods and services; others are valued aesthetically. Further, even seemingly low-value species are
linked to high-value species through ecosystem interactions. Tschirhart and Crocker (1987) and Crocker and
Tschirhart (1992) discuss the general equilibrium approach to modeling the integration of economies and
ecosystems.
We offer three reasons why economics matters to endangered species protection and the ESA. In doing so,
w e speak to the following questions: What is the desired
level of species protection? What is the cost-effective
way to achieve protection? Finally, even if the answer to
the first question is that we will try to save everything,
economic analysis is still relevant because it advises us
on how to minimize the costs to achieve that goal.
Economics matters because human behavior generally, and economic parameters in particular, help determine the degree of risk to a species. Establishing
whether a species is currently endangered usually is accomplished by assessing its likelihood of extinction or viability, as determined by the present size, trends, and distribution of its populations and their likely interactions
with the stochastic forces of nature (Gilpin & Soule
1986; Soule 1987; Lande 1993). Based on this assessment
process, two opinions frequently are put forth in discussions of endangerment: (1) A species is either endangered or not-economics has nothing to do with it. (2)
Listing a species as endangered is a biological decisioneconomics should have nothing to do with it. Both opinions can be challenged. Economics plays a role in determining whether a species is endangered and whether it
ought to be listed because human adaptation to economic parameters affects the odds of species survival.
For example, surrounding human communities, we
would expect that more preserved habitat implies
greater odds of species survival. Moreover, these human communities are characterized by key economic
parameters such as wealth and the relative prices of

land. Commutlities with greater wealth and lower relative land prices can better afford to preserve more habitat. Ignoring wealth, land prices, and other economic
parameters when estimating the odds of species survival
is to omit relevant variables. There is the question of
wlletller the benefits of gathering economic information
to improve the estimation of survival odds exceed the
costs of data collection and the resulting delays in decision making. Evidence from parallel efforts with other
environmental issues suggests they do-that is, net benefits from economic information are positive (e.g., Milon
& Sllogren 1995; Bockstael 1996; Agee & Crocker 1998).
Variables in economic and environmental systems are
jointly determined; neither nature nor humankind is autonomous. In considering the future trajectoty of species' populations, we must account for today's economic parameters. This view challenges the traditional
bifurcation between risk assessment and illatlagement in
which risk is first quantified by the natural sciences and
then recovery strategies are implemented (Carroll et al.
1996). At the outset, proper risk assessment should incorporate parameters from both the biological and economic systems (e.g., Crocker & Shogren 1998).
Although listing decisions currently examine how forest management, housing development, and other human activities place species at risk, they do not address
how people are likely to respond to a listing decision and
its cotlconlitant restrictions. Some responses take place in
the political arena, and we agree that excluding political
whims froin risk assessment is appropriate; neglecting the
economic realities of human responses, however, is not.
Economics manifests itself directly in the fundamental
science of species protection, not just the normative political process. By explicitly integrating economic parameters into the process, risk assessment will more accurately reflect the unbiased odds of species survival
and, as a consequence, will make ESA policy more effective. This is key: everyone acknowledges that human actions affect species risk, but most people do not then account for the fact that people react to the risks and take
actions that call either further accentuate or attenuate
the risk. It is this feedback loop of human reaction by
both landowners and government that is consistently
underemphasized in species protection policy. Is the
marginal benefit of adding omitted variables to improve
the estimation of species risk worth the marginal cost?
We think the answer is yes, and there should not be significant additional delay involved because most of the
econoinic data exist and are readily available.

Econofnics matters becazue, iin a world of scarce resoztrces, the opportunity cost of species protection-in
ternzs of the reduced resources for other u~orthwhile
causes-must be taken into account in decision nzaking.
Scarcity is a reality. The tiine, labor, and capital available
to us are all scarce resources and must be spread over

many human desires. Demands that economics "transcend a paradigm of scarcity of value in species" is like
asking biology to surrender its notion of organisins
(O'Neal et al. 1995). Because every preservation program
has an opportunity cost-the benefits foregone froin not
spending the resources on other wortllwhile causessociety may place more value on other goods and services than on the last species to be preserved. Consequently, as irnportai~tas species are, choices among species
and between species and other programs must be made.
Understanding the nature of these choices requires
that we explicitly account for the benefits and costs of
various proposed programs. Such an accounting is already being conducted implicitly, so incorporating such
calculations to discriminate among species achieves
greater openness and transparency in how w e make listing decisions and implement recovery plans. Criteria
and analyses that discriminate among species will be
controversial but unavoidable. Implementation of the
present ESA assuredly has allowed such discrimination,
without admitting or examining it openly. Allowiilg administrators to compare costs and benefits subjects
these factors to explicit review (Arrow et al. 1996; Metrick & Weitzman 1996).
Despite this argument, most researchers ackilowledge
that accurately measuring preservation benefits for endangered species protection is difficult (Brown & Shogsen 1998). At1 alternative to comparing costs and benefits is to adopt as a goal cost-effectiveness, finding the
least expensive path to a desired target. Three examples
underscore how cost-effective policies can improve resource allocation. First, populations on the U.S. endangered species list are dispersed tl~roughoutthe country,
which creates the problem of allocating limited fi~ndsto
preserve those sites that will maximize the number of
species protected. By taking into account that land values vary across the United States instead of treating land
as homogeneous, the costs of protecting half of the species on the list can be cut by two-thirds (Ando et al.
1998). Second, there are diminishing returns to increasing the probability of species survival, and cost-effective
policies will stop short of full protection. For example,
the Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis caurina)
can be saved relatively inexpensively with a reasonably
high probability. But the cost to improve the odds of survival from 91% to 92% has been estimated at $3.8 billion
(Montgomery et al. 1994). The value of an extra 1% survival probability must be weighed against the value of
employing these resources to some other endeavor, including saving other species.
Third, the old adage that "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure" is applicable to species protection programs (e.g., Eisner et al. 1995; B. Babbitt, 17July
1997 speech to the National Press Club). Single species
recovery programs are cures: they often cost U.S. $50,000500,000 annually and can run to $1,000,000 if captive
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breeding must be undertaken (Snyder et al. 1996). Preventive measures such as laildscape conservation approaches, including the establishment of parks and
reserves, and the enactment of habitat and other conservation planning efforts are likely to be more cost-effective because they protect multiple species siinultaneously. The odds are that the ESA will achieve greater
success and better cost-effectiveness by improving its emphasis on proactive approaches such as natural c o i m u nity coilservation plaiming, developing a formal candidate list, and stressing collaboration through habitat
conservation planning (Noss et al. 1997; O'Connell &
Jolmson 1997; Beissinger & Perrille 2000). The inclusion
of economic behavior is vital if the goal is to move toward
a more proactive and effective ESA that focuses on strategic risk reduction through prevention rather than cure.

Econotnics matters because economic incentives are
critical to shaping human behavior and co?zsequently
to the recovery of species. When endangered species inhabit private land, incentives are likely to be needed to
encourage lalldowllers to preserve their property. Currently, the ESA provides little incentive for landowners
to cooperate with species conservation policy. A landowner may have financial incentives to prevent government scientists from finding listed species on his or her
lands, to reduce the value of the land as habitat for listed
species, or to "take" listed or potentially listed species.
These actions are wastefill because they may result in direct harm to listed species, destroy or reduce the value
of habitat, and increase the costs of designating habitat
and species recovely (e.g., Innes et al. 1998). Agencies
or private parties can attempt to prevent such actions by
providing an incentive for the landowner to cooperate,
using either compensation or permits and fines.
In the first of these incentive approaches, the government pays full compensation to landowners (Goldstein
& Heitltz 1993; Itllles et al. 1998). For instance, Defenders of Wildlife competlsates ranchers for livestock losses
to wolves. Doing so removes any financial pet~altyfor
cooperating with conservation policy, which should
make species cot~servationpolicy on private land less
coiltroversial and less adversarial. If not implemented
properly, however, compensation can introduce its own
undesirable incentives, such as prompting excessive levels of investment to increase the market value of land
(Blume et al. 1984; Innes 1997) or even a de facto repeal
of the ESA if underfi~tldedby Congress. Such incentives
can be avoided if the compensation is not tied to private
losses but is tied to the property's habitat value. In these
cases, a landowner is not rewarded for higher investment levels through the ESA. This approach, coupled
with take permits, would be consistent with one of the
few provisions in the ESA (Section 10(a)) that provide
explicit incentives to private landowners (e.g., Bean &
Wilcove 1997; Shilling 1997).
Imperfect information about the population biology of
Cotlservation Biology
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species and their roles in ecosystems confounds the design of preservation policy (Beissinger & Westphal 1998;
Simberloff 1988). In like manner, imperfect information
about economic behavior exacerbates the government's
problem. On private land, the government needs landowner cooperation to gain the information necessary
to administer collservation policy, yet landowners may
have been able to escape regulation by hiding information from the government. If so, conservation policy
may need to use the carrot of coillpeilsation rather than
the stick of permits and fines to elicit information. But
herein lies the dilemma: lower compensation is good because it lessens the incentive for landowners to take advantage of their private information, but lower compensation also results in fewer acres set aside for habitat.
The net result is either that the realized habitat will be
smaller than preferred or that the desired habitat will be
more expensive than may be justified (Polasky & Doremus 1998; Smith & Shogren 2000). This suggests that a
combination of mechanisms might be needed, including
government compensatiot~,verification of habitat as a
requirement for a subsidy, government or conservation
group purchases of land or developinetlt rights, insurance programs, tax breaks, and government-established
tradable rights in habitat conservation or development.
Because government decision makers also respond to
incentives, understanding how compellsation affects government incentives to carry out conservation policy is
likewise important. Government agencies have considerable latitude in making decisions and are susceptible
to the influence of special interest groups. In the absence of compensation, government may undertake
more ESA actions than are desirable because it will understate the costs of action to the landowners. Alternatively, if the government must pay fill1 compensation, it
can be expected to undertake fewer ESA actions than
are desirable, especially if compensation is raised tluough
a tax system that inevitably distorts other decisions in
the economy and is politically unpopular. Whether carrots or sticks are used to obtain landowner cooperation
greatly affects the incentives and the ability of government to undertake conservation actions.
Just as policy makers cannot ignore the laws of nature,
neither can they ignore the laws of human nature when
protecting endangered species. Economic behavior matters in protecting and recovering endangered species.
Effective federal and local policy requires that w e adjust
our perspectives and better integrate knowledge about
human actions and reactions to species risk into the mix
of influences on endangered species policy.
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